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Early dynamics of COVID-19 in Algeria:
a model-based study
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Abstract. We propose a compartmental model based on genetic fitting algorithm to
estimate early stage COVID-19 epidemic dynamics in Algeria. Provided reasonably
accurate cumulative confirmed cases, recoveries and deaths numbers, and using cross-
validation method to overcome the overfitting problem, our model has the capacity to
estimate key epidemic parameters as reproduction number, latent time, infectious time,
recovery and fatality rates. Moreover, we advance approximate nowcast and forecast
of the non-measurable asymptotic infected portion of the susceptible population and
the incidence of disease as well as quarantined active cases. Epidemic peak-time is
estimated and CFR and IFR are calculated. Information provided by our model could
help establish a realistic assessment of the situation for the time being and near future
in order to apply the appropriate public health measures. c© 2020 The Authors
Keywords: COVID-19, mathematical modeling, compartmental model, genetic
algorithm, cross-validation method.
Content of this work is STRICTLY ONLY for informative and research purposes
and may contain errors. The quality of available data does not permit to perform precise
forecast and model outcomes should be used with high prudence. Readers must take our
predictions with caution. Over-optimism based on the results presented in this study is
dangerous and must be avoided. It may loosen our disciplines and cause the turnaround
of the virus.
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21. Introduction
The recent outbreak of the highly infectious
COVID-19 disease caused by SARS-CoV-2 in
Wuhan and other cities in China in 2019
has become a global pandemic since the first
quarter of 2020 as declared by the World
Health Organization (WHO). SARS-CoV-2
has been first imported to Algeria on Feb.
17th, 2020 by an Italian national who has been
confirmed positive to COVID-19 on Feb. 25th
[1]. The Italian man has been repatriated
back to Italy via a special flight on Feb. 28th
[2] and no contaminated individuals by this
first confirmed case have been reported by
the Algerian official authorities. As far as
we know, the effective outbreak of COVID-
19 in Algeria started late Feb. 2020. Indeed,
the Algerian Health Ministry (AHM) reported
in a statement on March 2nd the two first
confirmed cases of COVID-19 in Blida province
south of the capital Algiers [3]. Since then the
spread of the virus in Algeria has gone through
different epidemic phases.
Besides medical and biological research,
theoretical studies based on either statistics or
mathematical modeling may also play a key
role in understanding the epidemic character-
istics of the outbreak. Epidemic modeling rep-
resent a crucial tool in forecasting the inflec-
tion point and ending time and provides in-
sights into the epidemiological situation. Such
analysis can inform predictions about poten-
tial future growth, help estimate efficiency of
already taken measures, and guide the design
of alternative interventions. To the best of
our knowledge, no such a theoretical study on
COVID-19 outbreak in Algeria has so far been
published. The lack of theoretical and clin-
ical publicly accessible studies about SARS-
CoV-2 spread in Algeria exposing the actual
situation and analyzing possible evolution sce-
narios is making the situation more confusing
for the Algerian public and scientific commu-
nity. A lot of studies on COVID-19 specifica-
tions and dynamics around the world are pub-
lished every day, some of which including Al-
gerian case [4, 5] . However, we believe that
any analysis of COVID-19 outbreak in Alge-
ria should take into consideration many spe-
cific aspects that are not considered in univer-
sal studies or simulators which use raw data
accessible on many online databases. Beyond
the fact that the majority of those databases
contains many wrong reported data for Alge-
ria, data nomenclature and interpretation, as
well as test methods proper to every country
should be taken into consideration for more ac-
curate outcomes. In our analysis instead of
relaying only on official Reverse Transcriptase
Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR) con-
firmed SARS-CoV-2 infection cases, which are
strongly affected by limited test capacities, we
rather combine them with the official number
of hospital admitted patients due to SARS-
CoV-2 infection in order to deduce the effective
number of new confirmed infection per day.
This choice makes a significant difference not
only on the cumulative number of confirmed
cases but also on the nowcast and forecast of
the virus spread.
The paper is organized as follows. In
the next section we present the mathematical
model we use for the dynamical modeling of
COVID-19 propagation and some results of the
model with reference to the pandemic spread
in some specific countries. The fourth section
will be devoted to the application of the model
on Algerian case through the estimation of key
epidemic parameters and a forecast analysis.
Results will be shown and discussed in the
third section. The concluding section will
include some ideas about future developments
of this work.
32. Model and Methods
At the very beginning of the epidemic, during
the free spread phase, it is common to
assume an initial exponential-growth, which
is characteristic of most human infectious
diseases [6]. However, spontaneous herd
immunity, protections and lock-down measures
will confront the geometrical evolution. A
dynamical model is then required to describe
the evolution of the disease.
2.1. Compartmental SEIQRDP model
The compartmental classical Susceptible Ex-
posed Infectious Recovered (SEIR) model [6, 7]
has been the most widely adopted model for
characterizing many historical propagating in-
fectious diseases such as the Spanish flu [8].
SEIR model is extensively used to study the
COVID-19 pandemic in China and many other
countries with variations best suiting the sub-
ject region and time period [9, 10, 11].
Regarding the novelty of the time course
of infection shown by the disease and the
required protection measures, to simulate
COVID-19 spread in Algeria we use a
generalized SEIR model [10, 12] in which
at time t the population is split into
compartments that represent the different
stages of a disease. S(t) represents the
susceptible portion of the population i.e.
those yet to be infected. P (t) represents
the protected population, mainly individuals
who tends to strictly follow the standard
advised protection measures such as wearing
masks, physical distancing ...etc. Hence, this
part of the population is considered as not
susceptible to be infected. Introducing this
compartment is crucial to reflect increasing
awareness within the major part of the
population as the pandemic evolves and
allows to take into consideration the control
measures taken by authorities to fight against
the pandemic such as closing public area,
interrupting public transportation and lock-
down. E(t) represents a latent state in
which individuals have been exposed to the
disease but are not yet infectious, i.e. the
individuals in this stage have the virus but
can not infect others whereas I(t) represents
those that are currently infectious. The
asymptomatic exposed and infectious portion
of the population are not detectable and hence
non-measurable. The proportion of this part
of the population can only be revealed by
theoretical modeling of the disease. Q(t)
represents quarantined individuals, i.e. active
cases, R(t) represents individuals that have
recovered from the disease and supposed to
no longer take part in the disease spread and
D(t) represents closed cases or deaths. N =
S(t) +E(t) + I(t) +Q(t) +R(t) +D(t) +P (t)
is the total population at time t considered
constant at the time scale of the epidemic
evolution. The SEIQRDP model represents
the virus propagation by a set of ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) that associate
a transition parameters to the mobility of
individuals between population compartments
defined above:
S˙ = −βS(t)I(t)/N − αS(t), (1)
E˙ = βS(t)I(t)/N − γE(t), (2)
I˙ = γE(t)− δI(t), (3)
Q˙ = δI(t)− λQ(t)− κQ(t), (4)
R˙ = λQ(t), (5)
D˙ = κQ(t), (6)
P˙ = αS(t). (7)
where S˙ refers to the time derivative of S.
The positive rate α called the protection rate,
is introduced into the model assuming that
the susceptible population is stably decreasing
4as result of increasing population awareness
and public health authorities actions [10].
All the other parameters depend on the
evolution of the epidemic, testing and health
care capacities and are calculated based on
the official daily confirmed cases, deaths and
recoveries numbers. The transmission rate β
represents the ability of an infected individual
infecting others (depending on the population
density, the toxicity of the virus etc . . . ) while
βS(t)I(t)/N is the incidence of the disease,
i.e., the number of new infected individuals
yielding in unit time at time t [13]. γ−1 is the
average latent time that an individual spends
incubating the virus to become infectious
(infected but not yet infectious) and δ−1 is
the average infectious time, i.e, time for an
infectious individual to get symptoms and get
detected and quarantined. λ is the cure rate
and κ is the mortality rate while λ−1 and
κ−1 represent quarantine to recovery time and
quarantine to death time respectively. These
transition parameters are used by the model to
define the number of secondary cases generated
by a primary infectious case known as the
reproduction number R(t) = βδ−1S(t)/N .
Hence, the reproduction number represents the
number of people in a susceptible state that
could be infected by an infectious individual
during his whole infectious period and is a
very important parameter for the analysis of
any epidemic outbreak. It provides a measure
of the intensity of interventions required to
control the virus propagation. In general, if
R > 1 the disease spreads epidemically and
when R ≤ 1 the disease dies out. At the
beginning of the epidemic matching a situation
of a completely susceptible population, this
quantity is known as the basic reproduction
number R0 = βδ−1.
Even though many COVID-19 studies
try to calculate mean universal values to
those important transition parameters, they
remain strongly related to local data and could
change from one country to another an even
from a region to another within the same
country. Such parameters are the kind of
valuable information our model could provide
in addition to approximate peak-time of the
disease and approximate numbers of the non-
measurable asymptomatic cases, active cases,
and total quarantined, deaths and recoveries
cases. An a priori knowledge of those numbers,
though approximate, could help to optimize
human and material resources on the global
and local scales of the country. In our
SEIQRDP model key parameters are extracted
from official numbers of cumulative confirmed
cases, recoveries and deaths available at a
given period of the epidemic. The parameters
obtained either by direct calculation or by a
fitting algorithm are used to construct the
variables’ curves that fits the initial data.
Those curves are then extrapolated to a longer
period of time, thus forecasting the evolution
of the epidemic.
2.2. Fitting with a genetic algorithm
To calibrate our model’s parameters and fit
the real data originating from a specific
region of the world, many fitting methods are
available most of which are widely used in
epidemiological studies and machine learning
models. Single stage problems such as
calibrating the parameters of our model are
usually solved with modified deterministic
optimization methods such as the L-BFGS-
B method [14, 15]. However, a stochastic
method would have the benefit of taking
into consideration the variance of divers
possible calibrations scenarios. Evolutionary
genetic algorithm is one of those stochastic
methods that has a good reputation in solving
5optimization problems. In the following
section we will discuss the advantages that
genetic algorithm method can yield to our
study.
Definition
A genetic algorithm (GA) is an optimization
approach inspired by Darwinian evolution in
which an initial set of candidate solutions
called initial population, each represented by
a set of values making a genome, evolve by
breeding and reproducing while being subject
to random mutations [16]. The key mechanism
in a GA is that only the best performing
solutions get to reproduce and pass on their
genes just as in Darwinian natural selection.
The evolution process is finally stopped after a
certain number of generations when a defined
stopping condition is met.
Application
In our case, applying a GA to find the best
fitting for the SEIQRD model parameters is
straightforward. The genome is the set of
parameters itself, breeding is the process of
creating a new set from two parent sets by
randomly selecting a gene from either one
of the parents, and mutation is a random
alteration of one of the genes of the resulting
new genome. The best performing set of
parameters is the one for which the curves
produced by the model match best the initial
data. This is measured by a normalized
least squares method. We can speed up
the process by constraining the randomly
generated initial population to be somewhat
around already published values for COVID-
19 epidemic parameters [17]. Different runs of
the GA give slightly different solutions. From
these solutions, an error on the prediction
made by the model can be computed.
The overfitting problem
Since finding the correct SEIQRDP parame-
ters for an epidemic is essentially a curve fit-
ting problem, the predictive effectiveness of the
model can considerably be reduced if we un-
derfit or overfit the available real data, which
we will call training data. If training data
are underfitted the model could simply diverge
or give overestimated numbers with very large
variance. On the opposit, if real data are over-
fitted the predictive curves produced by the
model will be strongly influenced by the given
training data and will have very low variance.
Thus artificially reducing the error on the pre-
dicted numbers and eventually leading to a
non-realistic forecast. A solution to this issue
is to cut off the fitting process after a number
of generations which is large enough to actually
fit the training data and small enough to not go
beyond overfitting limits. We call this number
the optimum generation number Gopt and we
compute it using data from various countries to
pass a two-sample cross-validation procedure.
Computation of optimum generation number
Cross-validation is a procedure where an
original training set is split into training and
validation subsets, and where the model is
trained on the first subset and tested for the
second one [18]. In our case, the original
training set is the whole available data on
the COVID-19 epidemic in a given country or
region for n days. This data is then split into a
training subset containing the data of the first
n− v days, and a validation subset of the last
v days. The ratio v/n depends on the number
of free parameters in the regression problem.
To determine Gopt, we run our genetic
algorithm for fitting with the training subset.
After each generation we measure the fitness
of the best solution with the validation set.
6The expected result for this process is a bad
fitness of very low generations number G,
which gets better for each generation until
we start overfitting the training subset (high
G) and the fitness starts getting worse. The
value of G ≡ Gopt for which the fitness on the
validation set is best is chosen as the stopping
point for the genetic algorithm when applied
for predictive purposes.
A set of tailored Python programs have
been developed to: download data from online
repositories, determine the optimum fitting
depth for a given city, region or country
using cross-validation method, calibrate the
model by fitting the real data and solve the
system of ODEs to produce the forecast.
The used codes will be available shortly on
our GitHub repository: https://github.
com/Taha-Rouabah/COVID-19
2.3. SEIQRDP model validation
Provided a reasonably accurate data, our
model successfully reproduces the evolution of
the COVID-19 different spots worldwide for
which a sufficient amount of data is available.
In this section we present the results obtained
using our SEIQRDP model to estimate the
active cases evolution in Italy, Spain, Germany
and South Korea. For those countries we use
publicly available confirmed cases, recoveries
and deaths numbers from online raw data
set [19, 20]. We pick training data starting
from the date for which all confirmed cases,
recoveries and deaths numbers take non-
zero values to avoid computational bugs and
optimize parameters fitting. The active cases
curve is then reproduced for 6 months since
that date. In order to highlight the efficiency
of the model we use only an early part of
the official data to train the model instead
of all the available data. We have used 30
days training data for Italy, 45 days for Spain,
60 days for Germany and 90 days for South
Korea. Fig.1 shows that the results obtained
using SEIRQDP are in very good accordance
with official statistics for the number of active
cases in those countries. All the fittings have
a coefficient of determination R2 > 0.9 and
as our fitting method is based on a non-linear
regression algorithm, we use a normalized
standard error of the estimate SN to evaluate
the goodness of the fits. For Italy the model
is able to reproduce to a good approximation
(SN = 17%) the active cases curve with only 30
days of training data. Notice that the larger
is the training data sample the lower is the
optimum number of generation Gopt used by
the genetic algorithm to fit the data with a
good SN . The active cases curve is one of
the most pertinent in our opinion as it reflect
the amplitude of the epidemic outbreak as well
as the efficiency of the measures applied to
control it. Moreover the epidemic will end only
if all the active cases are closed. Germany and
South Korea are very special cases and need
profound analysis that is beyond the scope
of this paper, but we can clearly observe the
quicker decrease on their active cases curves
after the epidemic peak time due to particular
strategies to control the epidemic.
3. SEIQRDP estimation for Algeria
3.1. Data
For COVID-19 dynamics study in Algeria,
we use official public data provided by the
AHM [21, 22]. Our analysis specificity,
that we believe makes its prevision results
for Algeria more accurate than different
studies in which Algeria is presented as an
example, is the fact that instead of relaying
on brute official numbers of confirmed RT-
7(a) Italy, Gopt = 40, SN = 17%. (b) Spain, Gopt = 20, SN = 10%.
(c) Germany, Gopt = 10, SN = 7%. (d) South Korea, Gopt = 10, SN = 3%.
Figure 1: Results of the SEIQRDP model forecast for COVID-19 outbreak in (a) Italy, (b) Spain, (c) Germany
and (d) South-Korea. A training set of 30, 45, 60 and 90 days of official data (green) is initially used to fit the
model’s parameters. The forecast curve (bleu) shown with 95% confidence interval (1.96 * Standard Error of the
Mean) is calculated using the SEIQRDP model and compared to real active cases curves (red) for each country.
Even with only four or six weeks of training data the model is able to produce a realistic forecasting estimate.
All fits have coefficient of determination R2 > 0.9. The more training data we use the more accurate is the
fitting and then the forecast we get.
PCR-confirmed SARS-CoV-2 infection cases,
which are strongly limited by test capacities,
we deduce the effective number of confirmed
infections per day by considering the number
of hospital admitted patients. This number
is considered as the effective number of
active cases in our study. The effective
confirmed cases number for a given date is
then deduced by adding computed tomography
(CT) scans confirmed cases to the official RT-
PCR-confirmed cases (see Appendix A).
3.2. Epidemic parameters
Beside the more exciting forecast use of the
SEIRQDP model, this later is particularly
efficient for nowcast estimations. Indeed,
fitting the official data allow us to estimate key
epidemic parameters of the early stage spread
of COVID-19 in Algeria. Even though hundred
of studies are estimating those parameters for
COVID-19 in different spots of the world, a
local estimation of key parameters is of major
8Figure 2: Model estimation of key epidemic parameters during the early stage of COVID-19 outbreak in Algeria
(Feb. 25th - May 24th). Intermediate values are calculated for five different time periods corresponding to specific
phases of the virus propagation with specific circumstances and authorities measures severity. The intermediate
values of each parameter are compared to its mean value on the whole three months period (dashed red line).
importance as their values are strongly related
to local population discipline, public health
capacities and severity of local containment
measures at the very beginning and during the
epidemic period.
During one month after the first confirmed
case of COVID-19 in Algeria on Feb. 25th,
the disease have undergone a practically free
propagation phase. On March 12th universi-
ties, schools and nurseries have been closed.
On March 19th, all trips between Algeria and
European countries have been canceled by Al-
gerian authorities who have decided the first
strong containment measures against COVID-
19 spread on March 24th. A total lock-down at
Blida province and partial lock-down in many
other provinces have been applied. Coffees,
restaurants and all non-essential shops have
been closed, public transportation suspended
and grouping of more than two persons forbid-
den. On April 24th, the authorities decided a
partial release of lock-down measures in Blida
and other provinces and allowed many com-
mercial activities to resume. This date coin-
cided with the starting of the holy month re-
sulting in a brutal increase of social and com-
mercial activity. Due to low respect of phys-
ical distancing and protection measures the
number of confirmed cases increased signifi-
cantly and shops have been closed again in
many provinces since May 7th. On the light
of these chronology of measures we have es-
timated intermediate mean values of the epi-
demic parameters during the free-propagation
phase (Feb. 25th - Mar. 25th) and then
every two-weeks intermediate period till May
24th. Those intermediate values exposed in
Fig.2 provide valuable information revealing
the evolution of the epidemic in Algeria dur-
ing its three first months and the impact of
the applied control measures.
9(a) Infected Cases (b) Cumulative numbers
(c) Reproduction number since Feb. 25th (d) Incidence of the disease
Figure 3: SEIQRDP model forecast. (a) Number of exposed (infected not yet infectious), infectious
(asymptomatic infectious) and active (quarantined) cases. The figure shows the epidemic peak-time
corresponding to the maximum active cases to be on the time period of May 20th - May 30th with roughly
ten thousand active cases. (b) Total quarantined, recoveries and deaths. Real data are represented with the red,
green and blue dashed lines respectively. (c) Time dependent reproduction number. R = 1 point is in a perfect
accordance with exposed, infected and active cases inflection points. (d) Number of new infected individuals per
day. Curves represented with 95% CI.
3.3. Forecast
In order to forecast the evolution of the
COVID-19 in Algeria we apply the SEIRQDP
with training data period from Feb. 25th
to May 24th. The cross-validation method
script is applied on the first 70 days of the
data set and tested on the 20 remaining to
calculate the optimum number of generation.
For the chosen set of data we obtain Gopt = 20.
Then, the genetic algorithm and the rest of
SEIQRDP set of programs are applied on the
whole training data to calculate the best fit
and reproduce the principle variables curves
using the fit parameters obtained. We present
here a forecast of COVID-19 dynamics until
the end of September 2020 time for which
the reopening of schools and universities is
scheduled. That step would represent a crucial
period in the disease evolution which will
require a specific analysis.
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4. Results and Discussion
Our model estimates that on Feb 25th, in
addition to the first confirmed SARS-CoV-2
infected case in Algeria at least 7 individuals
have been infected with without showing any
symptoms. The estimated basic reproduction
number (reproduction number on the first days
of the epidemic outbreak) is R0 = 3.78±0.747.
On March 2nd when the two first case have
been confirmed at Blida, we estimate that the
number of asymptotic infectious people have
already reached 10 individuals and at least 10
others have been in a latent period. One week
later the number of asymptomatic infected
persons have already exceeded 70 following our
estimations. 20 of them have been confirmed
at that time.
The nowcast simulations give results in a
good agreement with on-the-ground evolution
of COVID-19 in Algeria as shown on Fig.2.
The protection rate mean value is estimated
to 0.024. Even though it continuously
increased since the beginning of the epidemic,
we can notice a significant rise after the
first control measures on March 24th. The
curve also reflects the release of containment
and a lower respect of protection measure
on the period between April 27th and May
12th. The increase of the transmission
rate is reasonable due to the continuous
propagation of the virus and the apparition of
many clusters in dense population provinces.
In addition, the low number of daily test
and the relatively long test-to-result time
of the used testing technology increase the
probability that an asymptotic infectious
individual spreads the virus before being
quarantined. The transmission rate mean
value is 0.87. The mean latent time is 3.1
days and the mean infectious time is 4.7 days.
One remarkable point is that the incubation
period (latent time + infectious time) remains
relatively stable taking values within the range
[7.5-8.9] days and has a mean value of 7.8 days.
This reflects the fact that our model effectively
calibrate the global features of the evolution
of hidden variables representing the exposed
E(t) and infectious I(t) portions of the
population which are not measurable. High
detection capacity and efficient tracking can
reduce the incubation period since early and
quick detection helps authorities to quarantine
infected individuals before showing symptoms
and limit the number of their contacts. This
will have a direct effect on the reproduction
number R decreasing its value and hence
reducing the acute of the epidemic spread.
The recovery rate varies in the range [1%
- 2.9%] with a mean value of 2%. The
continuous decrease of fatality rate (mean
value of 1.1%) reflects a better control of the
virus spread and is also due to the increasing
test capacities after the number of RT-PCR
daily test have been increased and the CT-
scan diagnostic of COVID-19 adopted on the
beginning of April. The fatality rate seems to
stabilize around 0.07% as new deployed RT-
PCR test capacities are reaching again their
limits and the epidemic peak-time is likely
to be very close. The epidemic analysis of
those values is beyond the scope of this paper
as it requires information to which we don’t
have access. Nevertheless, we notice that the
key parameters values obtained through our
model for Algeria fall within the values ranges
estimated for the Chines city of Wuhan where
SARS-CoV-2 first appeared [10, 17, 23].
Concerning the forecast part (Fig. 3),
based on the available official data, the
maximum incidence occurred around April
25th with 387 ± 121 new infection per
day. The reproduction number continuously
decreased reflecting a better control of the
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disease spread and crossed the line R(t) = 1
by May 1st. At that crucial point the disease
entered the attenuation phase. The SEIQRDP
model estimates the peak-time for COVID-19
outbreak in Algeria, corresponding to active
cases maximum, to be on the period between
May 20th and May 30th with 9794 ± 1024
active cases (see Fig.3a). We estimate that
the number of new infections will vanish by
mid September. At that period the number
of active quarantined cases will be still above
500 cases. The model predict the epidemic
(at least the first wave of it) to end no
earlier than October 2020, with an estimated
total quarantined individuals of 24021 ± 3253,
15291 ± 2019 recovered and 8172 ± 1079
deaths as shown on Fig.3b. Notice that the
provisional total number of death appears
to be particularly overestimated compared to
official number (blue dashed line on Fig.3b).
An important information that could be
extracted from the official public data is the
Case Fatality Rate (CFR) corresponding to
the ratio of deaths to effective confirmed
cases. The Infected Fatality Rate (IFR), often
confused with CFR, is the ration of deaths
to infected cases including asymptomatic cases
which are non-measurable. For that reason
we have calculated the IFR through the
ratio of the official deaths data to cumulative
number of infected individual obtained from
the SEIQRDP model (see Fig.4). The mean
CFR on the period Feb. 25th - May 24th is
estimated to 5.3% while the mean value of IFR
on the same period is 2.9%. The mean IFR for
the three first month of the outbreak is almost
twice the global value estimated to 1.4% by a
recent study using cumulative COVID-19 data
from 139 countries [24].
We emphasize that the numbers we
presented in this forecast are only estimations
that could be seriously affected by the
behaviour of the population and any eventual
measures taken by the authorities during the
period of the epidemic. A brutal release of
containment could result in a reversal of the
curves as far as no vaccine have still been
developed for a large scale use.
It is worth to know that compartmental
SEIR models including SEIQRDP model
works perfectly when some conditions on the
studied population are assumed. Indded,
the SEIQRDP model requires a well-mixed
and homogeneous population. Well-mixed
population means that all individuals in the
population have the same chance to be
infected by an infectious one. Homogeneity
means that all individuals behave likely
toward the disease and thus governs same
probability rules of transition between different
population compartments. As a consequence,
all calibrated parameters in this study should
be seen as a statistical average over population.
Moreover, SEIQRDP model is fundamentally
not additive i.e the sum of different SEIQRDP
models applied to different provinces of a
given country is not necessarily equivalent
to the SEIQRDP model applied to the
whole country. Because of the previous
considerations altogether, it would be very
interesting to apply our study on different
major infected cities of the country separately.
5. Conclusion
In this paper we have presented a variant of
the SEIR model, SEIQRDP, for epidemics in
which a protection rate have been introduce
and a quarantined and protected population
compartments have been added compared to
the most widely used compartmental models.
Our model is based on a genetic fitting
algorithm and makes use of a cross-validation
method to overcome the overftting problem.
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Figure 4: Case to Fatality Rate (CFR) and Infection
to Fatality Rate (IFR) for COVID-19 outbreak in
Algeria between Feb. 25th and May 24th.
This model allowed us to estimates key
epidemic parameters and make prevision of the
disease reproduction number time evolution
in order to evaluate the epidemic situation
and the effect of the control measures applied.
Using SEIQRDP model we have been able
to provide valuable approximate estimation
of the daily evolution of the non-measurable
asymptotic exposed and infectious case in
addition to the daily active cases from the
beginning until a very advanced stage of
the COVID-19 outbreak in Algeria. We
have estimated the periods in which this
numbers will be at their highest peak and
approximated the maximum numbers they
could reach. We have also estimated the time
in which the number of new infection will
vanish. Even though the SEIQRDP model
we presented, as many of SEIR derivative,
are effective in different contexts, we are
still studying Algerian case carefully because
the reported COVID-19 epidemic evolution in
Algeria quickly reached country’s maximum
capacity of diagnosis which is well reflected
on the linear form of official confirmed cases
data. Moreover, we should remark that, on one
hand, the SEIQRDP model is well established
to simulate a well-mixed closed population and
on the other hand, the model is very sensitive
to data accuracy. In this context we stress
the fact that our estimations depends strongly
on the public available data at the time
this study has been achieved. The epidemic
evolution could be significantly affected by
future containment or release measures and
then deviates from the estimated forecast we
presented. The scenario in which the epidemic
vanish after a first peak is one among many
others and not the most probable.
We are investigating many possibilities
to optimize our model to fit the COVID-
19 evolution in Algeria with more ingenious
methods. Furthermore, a completely different
epidemic agent-based model is already in an
advanced stage and will be used to tackle the
virus spread with new tools.
We hope this study can serve as a useful
guideline for Algerian scientists and Algerian
government and efficiently contributes to the
fight against COVID-19 pandemic on national
and international scale.
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Appendix A. Effective confirmed cases
On Fig.A1 we expose the official number of
hospital admitted patients due to COVID-19
in Algeria (blue dashed line) and the official
number of active cases (yellow dashed line)
computed by subtracting the official numbers
for recoveries an deaths from the official RT-
PCR-confirmed cases. Notice that before April
6th the two curves are perfectly superposed.
The number of hospital admitted patients
14
Figure A1: Hospitals admitted patients curve
(dashed blue) compared to official active cases curve
(dashed red) between Feb. 25th and May 24th. The
number of CT-scan confirmed cases for a given date
is deduced by subtracting the number of active cases
from the number of patients at hospitals for that date.
start to significantly increase compared to
the official number of active cases after April
6th. Indeed, since that time, the CT-scan
diagnostic of COVID-19 have been adopted
by Algerian health authorities in addition to
the RT-PCR tests. Hence, we believe the
difference between the two curves represent
the number of CT-scan confirmed cases (green
line). The deduced number of CT-scan
confirmed cases is added to the official RT-
PCR-confirmed cases to obtain the effective
number of confirmed cases (red dotted line).
Notice that the active cases curve displays a
plateau on the beginning of April which in our
opinion is due to the fact that RT-PCR testing
maximum capacities have been reached. This
curve started to increase again on the second
half of April after many hospitals and biology
research entities started performing RT-PCR
tests since that period [25].
